
KloudInsight is the core of Kloudspot’s Situational Awareness and Intel-
ligence Platform. Get a single-pane-of-glass view of every node on your 
network, from asset location to user activity. Analyze paths and hot 
spots in real time, or play it back. Take advantage of AI and Machine 
Learning aided predictive analytics for better workflow optimization. 
Your network, your control.  

www.kloudspot.com

KloudInsight 

Predictive Intelligence



Scalable and reliable, KloudInsight not only gives you a bird’s eye view of all 
your premises, but also scales as your device count grows. In fact, the more 
devices you have connected, the more accurate your reports can get.  

Performance Driven

Intelligence is Kloudspot’s MO, and KloudInsight 
exists at the core of our most advanced technolo-
gies. AI and Machine Learning are deployed at 
your most critical network nodes for optimum 
performance in predictive analytics, like knowing 
where future hotspots are or predicting crowd 
flows.  

Intelligence

Make the right first impression. Enable powerful narrowcasting campaigns 
based on visitor data or give a peace of mind with safe reopening indicators. 
Prepare to delight your users as they not only receive the most updated infor-
mation, but interact with it. 

Multidimensional Awareness

KloudInsight runs on the Kloudspot Intelligent Platform, which evolves with 
your business needs. And as your premise and infrastructure changes, sup-
port for new technology standards are added constantly while reducing com-
plexity.  

Futureproof

Location, Location, Location. Brilliant insight often starts with seeing the 
whole picture – and KloudInsight is no different. Accurately triangulate users 
and their devices on your premise. Let us automate the work for you with rule 
triggers. Play it back at any time, or see potential future pathways on your 
dashboard.  

Accurate Vision

KloudInsight is the core of Kloudspot’s Intelligent Platform 
– to help your Digital Transformation.  



KloudInsight not only digests real time data, but also sees real time camera 
feeds. Our camera analytics service, KloudVision, can feed its data in real time 
to KloudInsight for applications such as PPE detection and contact tracing. 
Or, you can output customized dashboards from KloudInsight to our digital 
display solution, KloudDisplay.

The Bigger Picture…

We know how important safe reopening is for everyone. That’s why we built 
KloudInsight not only for the most critical needs of today – such as PPE De-
tection and Capacity Limits – but also for the well-being of your users in the 
future. For example, KloudInsights can integrate with temperature scanners 
for additional peace of mind. Or, push surveys to users for health screening. 
Safety is always our top priority.  

Safety

Let’s keep this one simple – only you will have control over your data. Kloud-
spot runs on the edge of your network and we don’t have access to your logs. 
All of Kloudspot’s analytics are encrypted with AES-256.  

Privacy

Email: contact@kloudspot.com www.kloudspot.com 


